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Of the ten tales eight are set in Guyana; two in Europe. But they are all 

haunted by the rhythm of the birth place, reminding those who remember of 

his early demands for “a poetry that smells of our earth and represents more 

clearly the dreams of our people.” 

  

The author tells the tales with a tender and brutal realism, chipping away at 

all the veils that people wear with or without religious requirement. Where he 

is planning to unveil the inner compulsions of desire or greed or flirtation, he 

carefully arranges the scene to remove chance of instant discovery and then 

lets the human animal free, in strict privacy, only subject to these dramatic 

revelations from a distance of time and place that conceals the original actors 

and grants them back their privacy. There are two such tales in the book, 

involving the same male with one or two women one at each pole of the social 

ladder. 

 

“ Darkness swallowed the sunset in a single gulp and stars scattered themselves 

across the skies like flocks of gilded ricebirds  surprised by a scarecrow.” 

Imagery, with a  mouth that swallows abstract darkness , with the  throaty sound 

of a gulping throat that is not there, echoing; imagery of sight and sound, 

frightening the stars into a kind of transient flight, to settle and sparkle like model  

studs in a model gown that artists would mimic.  These are some of the poetic 

props this wanderer from Guyana‟s peerless landscape chooses to help tell his ten 

tall tales.  

  

Not the silent only does he recall atmosphere, water vegetation and  sky, but a 

treasury of animal life. the uniqueness of person and presence of those animals 

calling ourselves  human. In using them for his purposes, he does not deny them 

soul. 

  

“ Kathleen Elgin walked with a limp  and a cloud of white hair frames a face that 

age had dented like a walnut.”;  a nut not native but widely familiar in the 

storyteller‟s homeland and unmatched for the purpose he recalls it. Yes it was one 

of those childhood rewards that came with the most commercialized of all holy 

seasons, Christmas. But the artist cannot be partisan in his memory or use of tools 

or aids, as this would falsify experience, the raw material of the artist. The 

resulting validity matters more. 

  



  

TI-ZEK  is by far the most charming tale of the ten. He is one of those people you 

almost know by the name. You know the fibre of the personality and what to 

expect. You know this is a character that carries an assumption  of a charmed life, 

sure that “nutten can‟t happen to me, because he has lived on the edge of danger 

and who has  won right to live there. 

  

TI-ZEK ,for short, of his two names, given by his mother with taste for being 

original. TI-Zek was at ease and a bantering ram. He knew people inside out from 

his shrewd observation. The estate owner was Buddy, closely in touch with those 

that “mattered” in the community, or near to it, like the Police Officer for 

example. So  when Ti-Zek and Ram  steal coconuts and Ram is fatally shot, the 

officer arrives and the script is rewritten. 

Officer tells the Ranger that his story of an Indian and an African joining together 

to steal coconuts on Buddy‟s estate is not politically correct, so “this is what really 

happened.” The redone episode ends with the shot fired after Ram draws a weapon 

to attack the ranger. The ranger is overawed and silenced, understanding better 

what really happened. Inspector Gordon has no taste for drawing the wily TiZek 

into the story and increasing his difficulties. 

  

Before escaping across the river, Tiz-ek hides  Ram‟s lifeless body to protect it 

from the crows and preying animals  

The tales bear valid flavours of the taste of life decades ago and are instructive of 

the social story of the poor and how it hinges on the story of the upwardly mobile 

types. 

  

Chantall is another type of this kind, set in the familiar atmosphere of  outpost 

towns, such as  the mining town of Matthews Ridge and its Port  Kaituma, in the 

Jonestown triangle. Human  affairs are such that each small settlement can have its 

dominant figure or figures, sometimes coming into conflict, or not coming into 

conflict, only because of varying personalities Many silent men and women  run 

deep like the deceptive rivers that wash their  borders. To those who have passed a 

night or two in such places, this world present a familiar atmosphere; the one night 

spot to which all go for refreshment; a place with rare electric lights, with music 

and a bar holding people in a spell that releases them from restraint if they are not 

alert. 

 Often the only sober person left standing is the Owner.  In the tales there 

are women from their confines, one moved to the coast and the other still in her 

bush town that find ways of asserting their womanness.  Their pride in themselves, 

and their yearning not to be their own persons, make their own choices. In these 

moments this urge becomes their primary consideration and almost nothing else 

matters, not the future, not their reputation, not the ties they seem to have become 

resigned to regard as eternal. In a way it is a breaking out from their little peculiar 



Doll‟s houses, 

  

Belfon „s silent manner is a way of storing potential energy and keeping it under 

control; but it‟s there and can be summoned  by a woman and brazen enough to 

ignore  conventions of age and  any other but what the author, in his own name, 

calls serpents in the Garden of  Eden. He tells his understanding to a high- 

society woman in Paris living with her loving and wealthy husband of a 

simple comfort. He stays at their home during the vacation, and the family routine 

allows them to breakfast to each morning. He, as a stranger in Europe, sees as 

many women as his eye has time to notice, but this Doll in her mansion is brought 

into touch with a single tropical Apollo of exciting and exotic colour. He an afford 

restraint, though a stranger.  He mischievously reassures her faltering fidelity, and 

despite her culture and education she seemed to need this new interpretation of the 

serpent story. She had warned him “Serpents in the Garden of Eden…..be careful 

they don't wake up.” 

 

“You see, Madame, those early Jewish Prophets were tormented by all sorts of 

sexual fantasies when they made the man and the woman and the serpent into 

separate beings. In my Garden of Eden the serpent and the man and the woman are 

one…and the fruit is never forbidden.” 

The persona of the author has  encountered this French woman of the cultivated 

strata, dolled not by a possessive husband, but by other very life of security and 

though the relationship might have been stable for decades, here is a young man 

with a new way of being human and being male to disturb the equilibrium. 

  

Miss Bell of Berbice carries her self-affirmation to the extreme purely in  the sense 

of measurement rather than  menace. Gifted with an attractive body and a 

tantalizing personality, what or did she need? She became one of those persons, 

mainly women, hiring out their favours on a part time basis. Called prostitutes, a 

name that fits their patrons  as well as it describes them. 

Miss Belle deals the prevailing social pretences a sudden jolt from which it 

recovers after a bout of prayers and parties.  Belle broke into a meeting  of the 

August Town council of New Amsterdam and demanded from the Mayor,  

withheld wages for her body services rendered to His Worship. He tries his bluff 

trying to treat her as a “mendicant”, but she causes him a quick change of heart 

and he pays up but she As Chalk Dust would say, “No big thing.”  The worshipful 

Mayor won a resounding victory at the next horse race for the Legislative Council.  

Miss Belle made changes in her life. She closed own her commercial sex institute 

and bought real estate, including property once held by owners of slaves. She 

attracted the abiding loyalty of an attorney-at-law of Chinese African mixture, 

who was famous at the bar.  She became a church goer and patron, but while her 

former patron, the former Mayor, was bearing the title Honourable  member, her 

fellow church goers smirked or frowned at her on her  weekly church visits.    Her 



story is called The Burial, to mark her stunning mortality and sudden end of her 

reign in her own right. 

  

The burial was the occasion for a display of Guyanese culture, of manners, of the 

rich spread of personality and rank that makes up the mini world of Guyanese 

society like Bastiani, a classical name of the most famous undertaker of our time. 

His genial, hard nosed personality as an entrepreneur of the business of death 

comes into full play. He keeps his corpses before they are decorated in equal 

indignity in spite of class and rank; his bereavement over his virtual clients is only 

professional and so he plods on with an eye on two worlds. Belle‟s estate manager 

was a nation builder in his own right with his own sense of things and he 

assembled drummers from the “African, Creole, Amerindian, Hindu and Moslem 

drummers who improvised requiem rhythms” for the wake. 

  

As fate would have it, heavy downpours mark the day of burial, flooding the 

cemetery where Belle, the grand daughter of  a slave through her industry, will be 

buried in the same space as plantation owners of remote times. She is not allowed 

to go without  the author‟s pathetic fallacy, “The afternoon sun, as though paying 

its last respect to Belle, striped the still amber water with shadows of royal and 

coconut palms, tamarind .mango and hog palm trees.” 

Although two of the ten tales are set between England and France the characters 

are mainly Guyanese. The stories together make a valuable cultural document of 

where we were at a given number of slow moving decades. To the mind of this 

reviewer, it shows where we were in popular speech, in inter-personal relations, in 

strata within the majority of people out of power and privilege and of strange and 

curious means of social mobility, and petty stars rising and falling in their own 

communities, of harmless crook heroes like Ti-zek, of the social advantage of light 

skin colour, 

 Bringing Buru Nancy ( Bra Anancy) back to life in  full cry, ,baring the 

commonplace poetry and classic Creole speech in  song and scene 

Sundown (more truly sunset_ Sundown wind steal me echo 

And I tell the wind leggo mi echo leggo! 

  

The sum of it is that the author of the Guyanese wanderer of half a century, 

with long spaced visits home, has not strayed from the ethos he experienced.  This 

he has refused to leggo.  

 


